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Abstract I

Abstract

Today’s mobile phones have progressed from simple communication tools to small 

mini-computers, capable of handling multimedia files and of accessing data on the World Wide 

Web. Since mobile phones are widespread, this evolvement offers many new opportunities for 

extending old-fashioned desktop or web applications to mobile information devices in order to 

make them more accessible and useful. However, mobile devices also bring with them special 

requirements which may not be present at all in the world of workstations and desktop computers. 

Therefore the author dedicates the underlying thesis to "Mobile Information Device Profile 

Applications (MIDlets)" concerning the implementation of location based services with the aim 

of showing key issues related to the technology as well as usability. He will first introduce the 

“First Life” project, in specific its Mobile Posting system, on which the underlying thesis is 

based. In chapter 2 he will give the necessary background knowledge by describing the Java 2 

Platform Micro Edition (J2ME™). The subsequent chapters are dedicated to the taken technical 

decisions where the author will focus in more detail on communication issues such as the 

implementation of the information exchange over HTTP as well as on the structuring and 

processing of XML documents. Moreover he will describe the project’s user requirements and 

how agile development practices have been applied on the development process. The chapters 5

and 6 illustrate the system architecture and the application development by emphasizing 

advantages and problems of the chosen technologies as well as on the implementation of location 

based services.



Abstract II

German version

Die heutigen Mobiltelefone haben sich vom einfachen Kommunikationsgerät zum kleinen 

Minirechner entwickelt, welcher in der Lage ist Multimedia Anwendungen abzuspielen und ins 

World Wide Web zuzugreifen. Aufgrund ihrer großen Verbreitung bietet diese technische 

Entwicklung interessante Möglichkeiten, um Web- sowie Desktopanwendungen auf 

Mobiltelefone zu erweitern und sie somit einer größeren Anzahl von Benutzern zur Verfügung zu 

stellen. Im Gegensatz zu normalen Desktop-Rechnern bringen Mobiltelefone jedoch spezielle 

Einschränkungen mit sich, welche in der Entwicklung von mobilen Anwendungen berücksichtigt 

werden müssen. Die folgende Laureatsarbeit befasst sich deshalb mit der Entwicklung und 

Implementierung von standortabhängigen Diensten („Location based services“) für MIDP-

Anwendungen, wobei primär Probleme in Bezug auf die Technologie sowie auf die 

Benutzerfreundlichkeit aufgezeigt werden. Der Autor wird zunächst das Projekt „First Life“ 

präsentieren und insbesondere auf die von ihm entwickelte „Mobile Posting“-Komponente 

eingehen. Weiters wird er im Kapitel 2 das nötige Hintergrundswissen liefern, indem die Java 2 

Platform Micro Edition (J2ME™) und dessen Architektur erläutert werden. Die weiteren Kapitel 

beschäftigen sich im Detail mit der Client/Server Kommunikation wobei die Implementierung 

des Datentransfers über das HTTP Protokoll, sowie die Strukturierung und Bearbeitung der Daten 

mit XML beschrieben werden. Weiters wird auf die Projektanforderungen und die Anwendung 

von agilen Softwareentwicklungsmethoden eingegangen. In den Kapiteln 5 und 6 beschäftigt sich 

der Autor mit der Architektur des Mobile Posting Systems und dem Entwicklungsprozess, wobei 

er auf Probleme bezüglich der verwendeten Technologien sowie in Bezug auf die 

Implementierung von standortbasierten Diensten eingeht.

Italian version

I cellulari di oggi sono progrediti da semplici mezzi di comunicazione a piccoli mini-computer, 

capaci di visualizzare file multimediali e ad accedere al World Wide Web. Grazie alla loro vasta 

diffusione, questa tecnologia offre diverse nuove opportunità per estendere applicazioni web o 

desktop a clienti mobili per renderli più utili e accessibili. Tuttavia, questi dispositivi mobili 

portano con se anche specifiche limitazioni, le quali non sussistono invece per desktop computer, 

però devono essere considerate nello sviluppo di applicazioni mobili. Per questo la seguente tesi 

di laurea si occupa della pianificazione e dell’implementazione di un “location based service” per

MIDP, prestando particolare attenzione ai problemi riguardanti la tecnologia e l’utilità. 

Innanzitutto l’autore introduce il progetto “First Life”, in particolare la componente del Mobile 

Posting System da lui sviluppata. Fornisce, poi, nel secondo capitolo, le conoscenze di base 

introducendo la piattaforma Java 2 Platform Micro Edition (J2ME™) e la sua architettura. I 

successivi capitoli si occupano in dettaglio sia dell’implementazione della comunicazione tra 

cliente e server usando il protocollo HTTP, sia della strutturazione e l’elaborazione dei dati 

tramite XML. Inoltre l’autore prosegue a descrivere i requisiti del progetto e l’applicazione di 

methodologie agili nel processo di sviluppo. Nel quinto e sesto capitolo l’autore si dedica alla 

descrizione dell’architettura del Mobile Posting System e allo sviluppo dell’applicazione, 

evidenziando i problemi riguardanti le tecnologie usate e l’implementazione dei “location based 

services”.
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1 Introduction

The roots of digital wireless and cellular networks go back to the 1940s when mobile telephony 

became available for a few private customers. Years later, in 1947, Southwestern Bell and AT&T 

launched the first commercial mobile phone service in St. Louis, Missouri. However performance 

was very poor, also due to restrictions imposed by the Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC) which limited the amount of available frequencies.

The first mobile phones – referred as the First Generation or 1G – were developed and introduced 

to the public market some years later, in 1983, by the Motorola Company. However those phones 

were not really mobile in the way we are accustomed to today, but they were directly installed on 

the floorboard of taxis, police cars and other emergency vehicles. A few years later people were 

actually able to take their phones out of the car, however having the size of a large briefcase and 

only low performance, they were more of a status symbol rather than a means of convenience.

Later, especially in the 1990s, great improvements were made, introducing the new digital 

technology to mobile phones. Additional technological enhancements in other sectors lead to the 

development of smaller batteries and more energy-efficient phones, which made it possible to 

decrease also the size of the mobile device itself. The upcoming popularity of those new devices 

pushed the development further, making wireless communication one of the fastest growing 

technology areas in the world.

Table 1.1: Overview of the mobile phone generations

First Generation Technologies (1G)

late 1970s and early 1980s

§ Introduction of semiconductor technology and 

smaller microprocessors made the mobile 

cellular technology a reality

§ used analog systems for transmitting voice 

calls which didn’t provide the desired quality

§ 1G provided the base for the next generation 

digital technology

Second Generation Technologies (2G)

1990s onwards

§ deployment of digital technologies in the 

mobile industries

§ Smaller devices; network can carry more 

phone calls at the same time

§ CDMA

1

 and TDMA

2

 based (GSM

3

) systems 

were introduced; however they were not 

compatible with each other

§ Creation of dual-band mobile phones for 

roaming between digital 2G and analog 1G 

areas

§ Primarily for digital voice calls and SMS

4

2.5 G Technology § 2.5G and the later 3G technologies provide 

migration paths towards the two standards 

GSM and CDMA

§ Protocols for optimizing the limited 

bandwidth came in such as the WAP

5

 protocol 

§ Introduction of the GPRS to provide a packet-

switched element in addition to the existent 

1

Code Division Multiple Access

2

Time Division Multiple Access

3

Global System for Mobile Communications

4

Short Message Service

5

Wireless Access Protocol
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GSM voice circuit-switched architecture

Third Generation Technology (3G)

Adopted in most of the countries around the world

§ ability to support applications such as fully 

motion video which require Broadband 

connections

§ Wideband CDMA and cdma2000 two of such 

versions, however they are not globally 

compatible

§ 3GPP

6

 has been created to establish a globally 

compatible 3G standard called UMTS

7

Fourth Generation Technology (4G)

Still in the exploring phase

§ facing the following design challenges

• Seamless network of multiple air 

interfaces and protocols

• Improved spectral efficiency

• IP-based

• Higher data rates up to 100Mbps

At the same time a rapid growth of the Internet has taken place, providing a large amount of 

resources and information. People have become more and more dependent on this information 

and want to get not only access from their personal computers, but also from their mobile 

wireless devices which have become their daily companion. Today’s mobile phones have evolved 

to highly customizable devices, offering the possibility to download new applications and 

features over the wireless network. This opens great new opportunities for software manufactures 

to provide new services and extend their old-fashioned desktop or web applications to mobile 

information devices in order to make them more accessible and useful.

1.1 The “First Life” project

Prof. Dr. Andrea Calì, started the project “First Life” with the aim to develop a mobile 

application for facilitating the communication between people and keeping them connected and 

informed in their normal day life actions. The project bundles several components developed by 

different university students. In the next sections all of these components that make up First Life

will be briefly described.

1.1.1 Mobile Posting System

The Mobile Posting system has been developed by myself. It will be explained it in more detail in 

chapter 1.2.

1.1.2 Chat System

This component of First Life focuses on the interaction of people by realizing a chat on mobile 

phones. It is divided into two components:

• Bluetooth chat

This part has been developed by the Bachelor student Matthias Braunhofer. Its goal is to 

communicate with people that are reachable over the Bluetooth network.

• Internet chat

The Internet chat system has been developed by the Bachelor student Markus Tragust. 

The aim of this component is to realize a chat on a mobile phone that works over the 

Internet for communicating with more distant people. Moreover it will use the Java J2ME 

6

Third-Generation Partnership Project

7

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
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location API (JSR-179) for chatting with people that are located in the same cell of the 

mobile phone network.

1.1.3 Ants

The aim of this component is to distribute user requests by using the Bluetooth network. First 

Life users can basically create requests on their mobile phones. When the user walks around, the 

device searches for reachable phones running the First Life application. If such a device is found, 

the request is transmitted to it. The user on the other device can specify filters, indicating which 

kind of request will be directly displayed on his screen. Messages that don’t match any of those

filters are stored on that phone and passed on, when the next one is reachable. In this way they

will be distributed between First Life users. The Bachelor student Roberto Gritti is responsible for 

this part.

1.1.4 Mobile Car Pooling

This component focuses on the implementation of a mobile car pooling system. The application 

allows users to share routes they drive regularly or they will be going to drive in the near future. 

Places are recognized by using the identifier of the cells belonging to the mobile phone network.

The collected data is send to a server where it is stored in a database. Other First Life users have 

then the opportunity to search for their routes of interest. This component has been implemented 

by the Bachelor student Omar Moling.

1.1.5 People – Mobile Social Network

The people section of First Life, developed by the Bachelor student Matthias Braunhofer, is 

responsible for managing the users and their contact lists. It provides the necessary functions for 

performing the registration and user-login. The component is based on the concepts of a social 

network system and allows users to explore paths between their friends. This is done by creating 

a so-called “sociogram”, a graph displaying the connections between people.

1.2 The internship project – A Mobile Posting System

The internship project, on which the underlying thesis is based on, has been done at the KRDB 

research center under the direction of Prof. Dr. Andrea Calì. The internship consisted in the 

design and implementation of an information system for location-based mobile posting. Besides 

offering the opportunity of applying many of the acquired theoretical aspects, I gathered 

knowledge in interesting areas and new technologies. During the internship, problems related to 

the client – server communication, the collection of the project requirements, project management 

and client side mobile programming issues have been addressed and solved.

In the following chapters, the requirements, the chosen technologies and the development 

strategies of the Mobile Posting system will be explained in more detail.
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2 Background

This chapter is intended to give general background knowledge regarding posting systems and the 

Java™ 2 Mobile Edition.

2.1 Posting Systems

With the continuous growth of the World Wide Web as a source of information, in recent years 

there has been a general appeal to people for participating and contributing to the Internet. This 

movement, often denoted as the “Web 2.0”, includes the appearing of a number of services that 

facilitate the publishing and editing of web content and encourage people in this way to share 

their thoughts, experiences and knowledge with others. Furthermore high-bandwidth Internet 

access and improved computer memory and storage accelerate the upcoming of new services 

even more. The following sections describe briefly some of the most popular ones.

2.1.1 Bulletin board system

The bulletin board system first appeared in the 1980s as a computer system that allowed users to 

connect to it by using a terminal program. In this way it was possible to download and upload

data, to read news or exchange messages with other users. The bulletin board is in many ways the 

predecessor of the Usenet and the subsequent Internet forums.

2.1.2 Usenet and Newsgroups

The term “Usenet” refers to a network infrastructure which is composed of different, 

decentralized servers with the purpose of being a distributed Internet discussion system. It has 

been invented in 1979 by Tom Truscott and Jim Ellis, two Duke University graduates. The 

Usenet is structured into different categories called newsgroups, where users can interact with 

each other by posting articles or e-mail-like messages. One interesting aspect of the Usenet is that 

there is neither a central server nor a Usenet owner.

2.1.3 Internet forums

Internet forums or web forums can be seen as the modern successor of the Usenet. They are 

online boards, where people join for posting and discussing problems they encounter. Each forum 

usually covers a specific topic or area of topics. Such themes may be related to technology, 

computer or video games, fashion, religion or politics. The aim of a forum is to provide its users a 

platform for exchanging their knowledge. This happens usually in a “question-answer” style, 

where a user posts his problem and more expert users answer by proposing solutions or advices. 

Posts are displayed as chronological or threaded discussions.

2.1.4 Blogs

“Weblogs” or shortly “Blogs” emerged in the last few years and have started to play a strong role 

in the online community. They have their early roots in “web logs” or lists of web sites, a 

particular person has visited a day. Initially these lists have been maintained by manually 

updating the HTML code, but soon their authors automated this process, allowing also other 

people to participate. Out of this collaborative working, the first Weblog appeared on the Internet

in 2001. They started as online diaries, where people posted their day-to-day experiences. Blogs 

express usually the view of a single person. However there exist companies hiring bloggers that 

do nothing else than blogging about things that happen inside their company for letting people 

feel informed. In a more general sense, a Blog is an easily created website which allows the 

author to publish his thoughts, opinions and comments.
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2.2 J2ME – Programming for mobile devices

The Java programming language – originally called “Oak” – has been created by James Gosling 

in June 1991 as an employee of Sun Microsystems™. It has been released in 1995 as an object 

oriented cross-platform solution which is one of the most interesting aspects.

A Java platform usually comprises the Java programming language, a virtual machine for 

compiling and executing the byte-code into native machine code and a set of standard application 

interfaces (APIs). With the growing of the Java programming language, Sun recognized that a 

one size solution could not optimally address the needs of each area in today’s vast computing 

industry. Therefore they decided to group Java technologies into three editions, each targeted to a 

specific area:

• Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE™)

Comprehensive platform for multiuser, enterprise-wide applications.

• Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition (J2SE™)

Designed for desktop computers.

• Java 2 Platform, Micro Edition (J2ME™)

Set of technologies and specifications developed for small devices.

Figure 2.1: Java 2 Platform editions and their target markets

The introduction of the Java™ 2 Platform, Micro Edition (J2ME) has been another milestone in 

Java’s short history. The platform was targeted specifically to small consumer devices such as 

cell phones, pagers and PDAs. It can be traced back to the Spotless project developed by Sun®

Microsystems Laboratories in 1998. The goal of the project was to build a Java™ Virtual 

machine capable of running on a Palm Connected Organizer. In contrast to previous Java 

implementations which mainly focused on speed, the Spotless project team investigated a lot of 

effort in making the implementation small, portable and easy to use. Such characteristics, in 

addition to readability of the source code, were key concepts for facilitating and accelerating the 

deployment of the Virtual machine by the different device manufacturers. The outcome was the 

K Virtual Machine (KVM) which later became the key component of J2ME.
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2.2.1 J2ME Architecture

The Java 2 Mobile Edition can be seen as an abstraction layer that is needed for being able to 

develop software capable of running on small devices. Cell phones, pagers and personal 

organizers have many things in common and still they are very different in terms of functions and 

features. Such differences may refer to the hardware architecture such as CPU and memory 

capabilities, to the input devices such as keyboard, touch screen or joypad and to screen sizes and 

colors. Since a “one-size-fits-all” solution wouldn’t work in such a diversified environment, the 

J2ME is structured as a collection of technologies and specifications, designed for different parts 

of the small device market. The architecture is scalable and modular in order to be able to react to 

demands from the consumer and embedded markets. For this reason J2ME provides a set of 

virtual machine technologies, each optimized for different processor types and memory 

footprints. Upcoming new features of device manufactures can be handled by adding additional 

libraries to the minimal configurations of low-end, resource limited products. The main two core 

concepts that realize this kind of customizability and extensibility are the Profiles and 

Configurations.

Profiles

The concept of a profile has been created to define Java platforms for specific “vertical” market 

segments. In contrast to desktop or server markets, portability requirements in consumer devices 

have significant differences in terms of user interface, memory and networking. Consumers may 

not expect universal portability, but ideally there should be full portability between devices of the 

same kind.

“I would expect my discount broker’s stock trading application to work on each of my cell 

phones, even though they are from different manufacturers.”

(J2ME Building Blocks for Mobile Devices, 2000)

However, people wouldn’t want to have their discount broker’s stock trading application run on 

their washing machine. In other words it is actually not necessary to provide portability between

different categories of devices. A profile usually serves the following two portability 

requirements:

• It provides a complete toolkit for implementing applications for a particular family of 

devices.

• It may also be created to support a significant, coherent group of applications that might 

be hosted on several categories of devices. This may be the case for certain kinds of 

personal information management or home banking applications.

A profile is basically a contract where all applications in a vertical J2ME market segment agree to 

implement all the features specified in it and the application on its side agrees to only use this 

specified set. Currently there exists only the Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP), designed 

for cell phones and related devices.

Configurations

In contrast to J2ME profiles which define a Java platform for a vertical market segment, J2ME 

configurations define it for a “horizontal” category or family of devices, having a similar 

architecture in terms of memory and hardware capabilities. A configuration identifies the 

supported Java programming language features, Java Virtual machine features and the basic Java 

libraries and APIs. Since a profile is “based upon” or “extends” a particular configuration, profile 

developers have to design their code in a way such that it stays inside its boundaries. Currently 

there are two standard J2ME configurations available:
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• Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC):

CLDC is designed to be used on mobile phones, pagers and personal organizers. It 

disposes of a low level memory budget of about 160 to 512 KB with a 16 or 32 bit 

processor. It is also possible to perform wireless communication, but usually only over 

low-bandwidth connections. The CLDC contains also new classes, not taken from the 

J2SE, that have been specifically designed to support low-end, limited resource devices. 

• Connected Device Configuration (CDC):

Typical usages for CDC are TV set-top boxes, car navigation systems and high-end 

communicators. It operates on devices with 16 to 32 bit processors and memory 

capabilities in the range of 2 to 16 MBs. It disposes also of the necessary components for 

establishing connections to some networks and has a large set of user interface 

capabilities.

Figure 2.2: Relationships between J2ME configurations and the J2SE

As shown in Figure 2.2, the CDC and CLDC inherit the majority of classes from the J2SE. 

Moreover the CLCD is a subset of the CDC for supporting upward compatibility.

Optional packages

Soon it has been realized that there is the need for adding general purpose libraries and packages 

which may not be bound to a single device category. For this reason the concept of optional 

packages has been added to the J2ME architecture. These packages, initially just developed for 

being an optional component of the system, may be included in the profile, once they mature over 

the time. Some of those optional packages are the Wireless Messaging API (JSR-120), the 

J2ME™ Web Services Specification (JSR-172), the Location API for J2ME™ and the Security 

and Trust Services for J2ME™.

2.2.2 J2ME Basics – MIDlets and event handling

The MIDP 1.0 specifies a core set of APIs under which there is the application model, the user 

interface (including display and input), persistent storage, networking and timers. With the new 

MIDP 2.0 specification, additional APIs such as sounds, 2D games, MIDlet signing model for 

added security, end-to-end security through HTTPS and secure sockets and APIs for application 

delivery and installation have been added.

The central execution unit in MIDP is the MIDlet which is a class extending from 

javax.microedition.midlet.MIDlet. Its basic structure looks as follows:

package example;

import javax.microedition.midlet.MIDlet;

import javax.microedition.midlet.MIDletStateChangeException;
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public class HelloWorldMidlet extends MIDlet {

public HelloWorldMidlet(){

}

protected void destroyApp(boolean arg0) throws MIDletStateChangeException 

{

}

protected void pauseApp() {

}

protected void startApp() throws MIDletStateChangeException {

}

}

A MIDlet can be in an active, paused or destroyed state (see figure 2.3) during its life-cycle,

which is managed by the application manager.

Figure 2.3: The MIDlet event life cycle

The MIDP system calls the constructor of a MIDlet once during its whole life-cycle. Just after the 

creation it is in the Paused state and goes over to the Active state by calling the startApp() 

method. An external event such as a phone call may force the running MIDlet to return into the 

Paused state again with a call to pauseApp(). When the user resumes the MIDlet, it changes to the 

Active state by calling once again the startApp() method. Because of this behavior it is advisable

to do variable initializations and initial setups in the MIDlet constructor instead of the startApp() 

method. Before destroying the MIDlet, the application manager makes a call to destroyApp(…).

Unlike on workstations where there is a global operating-system level event handler plus an event 

handler for each running application, on J2ME there is only one, serving all running MIDlets. The 

whole event handling mechanism is based on a listener model: when the user interacts with the 

MIDlet it generates events, which are notified to the application. To catch fired events, J2ME 

provides three interfaces: ItemStateListener, CommandListener and RecordStoreListener. Events 

may originate from screen commands, from internal state changes of a screen item or from 

changes in the internal state of a phones database.
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3 From planning to implementation

This section describes the development process of the Mobile Posting system by introducing agile 

software practices and showing how they’ve been applied on the project. Moreover the user 

requirements and the taken technical decisions will be explained.

3.1 Agile methodologies and eXtreme programming

Agile software development methodologies have become more and more popular in recent years 

because they offer a new innovative way of developing software. Probably one of the most 

famous and most adopted one is “eXtreme Programming (XP)” created by Kent Beck in 1996. As 

most of the agile development methodologies, eXtreme Programming tries to overcome volatile 

project requirements by developing software in an iterative fashion. It is based on the values of 

feedback, courage, communication, simplicity and respect and defines several useful practices 

such as the planning game, small releases, simple design, test-first programming, customer-on-

side and pair programming, just to mention only some of them.

Figure 3.1: The XP life cycle

8

3.2 Applying XP on the project

Agile software development practices – in particular XP – have been used for planning and 

evolving the project. Therefore it has been structured into two releases, each having four weekly 

iterations. At project startup a bunch of user stories have been created, associating to each of them 

a business value and estimated effort. Moreover spike cards have been used in “iteration 0” for 

performing experiments in order to get some understanding in new technologies. This was 

especially useful for deciding whether to use them in the project or not. The planning has been

done in a weekly fashion at the beginning of each iteration, considering first the “high-business-

value” user stories which are most valuable for the system. Table 3.1 shows those practices that 

have been adapted to the project.

Table 3.1: Applied XP practices

Planning Game Planning has been done at the beginning of each iteration by 

scheduling the high-priority user stories first. Also the time has 

been estimated before actually implementing the story.

Continuous integration / daily build The code has been integrated after each implementation of a 

user story. Moreover a daily build of the whole, running 

system has been created by using automated Ant

9

 scripts.

8

http://www.extremeprogramming.org

9

http://ant.apache.org/

http://www.extremeprogramming.org
http://ant.apache.org/
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TDD – Test driven development Writing JUnit

10

 tests before actually implementing the business 

code ensured that for each added feature there is the according 

test case.

40-hours week 40 hours a week have been dedicated to the internship project 

for development, documentation and management issues.

Refactoring Refactoring has been done after each implemented user story 

to ensure a simple design.

Customer-on-side Getting continuous feedback is extremely important. For 

keeping everyone involved in the project informed, weekly 

status reports have been created describing what has been done 

during the week, what will be done the next week and what 

were the main problems.

Simple Design A simple design has been created by having small, expressive

method and variable names and a clear separation of 

responsibilities among the classes. The latter has been achieved 

by applying the MVC design pattern.

Collective ownership Collective ownership of the code has been realized through a 

common SVN repository.

Coding standards Coding standards have been used throughout the code for 

keeping it clean and well readable.

Figure 3.2: Burn-down chart of the planning of the Mobile Posting system

3.3 User requirements

The basic requirement for the Mobile Posting system was to create an application that is capable 

of running on a mobile device. The user should be able to create a post by specifying basic 

attributes such as the post title and the content. Internally, the location data should be added to the 

post before sending it to the server which processes and stores it in a relational database. Other 

users should then be able to send requests for retrieving the posts from the server through the 

interface of the mobile application. Posts should be retrieved based on the location, meaning that 

the mobile device sends its current location to the server, which responds with the posts matching 

it.

10

http://www.junit.org/

http://www.junit.org/
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Besides offering these basic requirements some additional useful functionality has been added to 

the system. One was to add management features for personally written posts, meaning that the 

user can retrieve all his posts with the possibility to edit or delete them. The probably most 

valuable feature is the post search. Users can specify a search query as they are accustomed to do 

with online search engines such as Google or Yahoo!. It is possible to enter queries such as 

“computer sell” or “computer and sell” for retrieving posts that contain both of the words or to 

specify a query like “restaurant or pizzeria” for fetching posts containing one of the two. Both 

types of queries can also be concatenated. As an additional functionality the concept of a 

“global post” has been added, for covering those posts where it makes sense that they are 

“globally” visible and not only in a certain location. Furthermore the optional feature of adding an 

expiry date to posts has been implemented. This makes sense for those used to advertise an 

upcoming event or party, since the post would be basically useless after the event took place.

Posts with an expiry date are automatically deleted after the specified date. Finally, for making 

posts more interactive, users are able to add comments to them. In this way, the author gets some 

feedback which makes posting more interesting and dynamic.

The internship duties and project requirements were therefore to create a client/server architecture

where the arising communication issues had to be addressed. Moreover the exchanged 

information should be structured by using XML. All of these issues will be addressed more 

precisely in chapter 4.

Figure 3.3: Use case diagram of the Mobile Posting system
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3.4 Technical decisions – Components used for the 

implementation

For the development of the project only freely available software has been used. Most of them are 

released under the terms of Open Source software.

Table 3.2: Components used for the implementation

Component Software Version License

Operating System - OS independent - – –

Java Environment J2SE SDK 1.5.0 Sun Community Source 

License (SCSL)

Wireless Toolkit

(J2ME)

Sun Wireless 

Toolkit for CLDC

2.5.1 (Sun specific license)

Web server Apache Tomcat 5.5.23 Apache Software License 2.0

Servlet container Apache Tomcat 5.5.23 Apache Software License 2.0

Application framework Spring Framework 2.0.6 Apache Software License 2.0

ORM tool Hibernate 3.2 GNU Lesser General Public 

License (LGPL)

Database server MySQL 5.0 GNU General Public License 

(GPL)

Operating System Since Java has been chosen as the programming language for the 

project on the server as well as on the client-side, the application 

runs on any operating system that is able to run the Java Virtual 

machine.

Wireless Toolkit (WTK) For developing with J2ME it has been necessary to use the 

Wireless Toolkit provided by Sun. The toolkit does not only 

contain the J2ME library but also a simulator for testing the 

application directly on the working machine without having to 

deploy it on the mobile device. Moreover it comes along with a 

huge documentation and sample applications.

The Wireless Toolkit is available on Windows as well as on 

Linux.

Web Server and Servlet

container

In order to be able to work with Java servlets for handling HTTP 

connections it was necessary to use the Apache Tomcat as servlet 

container. Moreover at the same time it has also been used as web 

server for deploying the final application. By installing additional 

components, the Tomcat server could also be coupled to an 

Apache 2 webserver.

Application Framework On the server side the Spring application framework, in specific 

the Spring Web application framework, has been used. It provides 

an IoC container used to manage object instantiation through 

XML configuration files. Moreover Spring facilitates the usage of 
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the MVC pattern, has useful controllers and components for 

handling HTTP connections and easies the testing of the 

application through mock objects.

Object relational 

mapping

Hibernate has been used for doing the object-relational mapping 

(ORM) since it is one of the most popular ORM frameworks in 

the Java world. It gives great benefits such as DB independence, 

connection pooling and transaction management.

Database server MySQL has been chosen as database server for the project. One 

reason for doing so is that MySQL is an open source product, 

completely free of charge and is able to run on Linux and 

Windows. In the recent years it has become a quite popular and 

well performing database including also support for triggers and 

views. Moreover it provides a set of GUI tools for easier database 

administration.
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4 Client – Server Communication

One issue that had to be addressed and implemented during the internship project was the 

client - server communication. This chapter is intended to focus on this specific part by 

introducing the used exchange protocol and demonstrating the applied implementation strategies.

4.1 The HTTP protocol

The Hypertext Markup Protocol (HTTP) is the main protocol used by the World-Wide Web 

global information initiative since 1990. Its initial purpose was to provide a way to publish and 

retrieve HTML hypertext pages. The development of the protocol was coordinated by the World 

Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).

HTTP is an application-level, stateless protocol based on the “request/response” paradigm. 

Connections are established between a client (user-agent) and a server (origin server). In the 

simplest case, the client establishes a connection to the server and sends a request in the form of a 

request method, URI and protocol version followed by a MIME-like message containing client-

information and the body content. The server responds with a status line indicating the success or 

failure of the request, including also the message’s protocol version followed by a MIME-like 

message containing server information and the client-requested resource in the body content. In a 

more complicated case there may also be several intermediaries between the client and the server 

such as proxies or gateways.

Currently for the HTTP/1.1 there exist the following available request method definitions:

OPTIONS, GET, HEAD, POST, PUT, DELETE, TRACE and CONNECT. However the most 

often used and most interesting ones regarding the Mobile Posting system are GET and POST.

GET The GET method can be described as a request for representation of the 

specified resource and is the most commonly used method on the Web. GET, as 

also HEAD, PUT and DELETE are defined to be idempotent operations, 

meaning that multiple identical requests should return the same result as a 

single one. Moreover GET is defined to be a save method intended only for 

retrieval purposes. So for instance it should be avoided to use it for actions that

change the server’s state such as DB insertions. However such operations may 

be perfectly possible since idempotence is not assured by the protocol or web 

server.

POST POST is not considered to be a safe method and does not fulfill the 

idempotence property. It is mainly used to perform operations that have side-

effects on the server’s state. Post has been designed for performing requests of 

the following kind:

• Annotation of existing resources;

• Posting a message to a bulletin board, newsgroup, mailing list, or 

similar group of articles;

• Providing a block of data, such as the result of submitting a form, to a 

data-handling process;

• Extending a database through an append operation;

Moreover since POST requests are not limited in the size of the included data,

they are commonly used for uploading files and images to the Web. The 

uploaded data is directly included in the request’s content body.
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More details about the HTTP protocol and its structure are defined in the RFC 2616

11

.

4.2 Implementing the information exchange over HTTP

There are several possibilities available for implementing the communication between a mobile 

client and the corresponding server as shown in table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Connection types on MIDP 2.0

Type Interface Example

HTTP, HTTPS HttpConnection http://sampleserver.com:80/<path>

Socket SocketConnection socket://sampleserver.com

Server socket ServerSocketConnection socket://:129

TLS or SSL socket SecureConnection ssl://sampleserver.com:79

Serial port CommConnection comm.:com0;baudrate=19200

Choosing the appropriate protocol depends mainly on the desired architecture and the information 

exchange properties that have to be fulfilled. For the Mobile Posting system the HTTP protocol 

turned out to be the most convenient one. Traditional posting systems are most often web 

applications that are accessed through web browsers by using the HTTP protocol for the 

client/server communication. The Mobile Posting system can be seen as a variation of those 

traditional systems, where instead of a web browser there is a mobile information device that acts 

as the client. The needed communication properties were therefore fully satisfied by the HTTP 

protocol. Another major reason for not switching for instance to socket connections was that they 

may be more convenient for situations where there is the need for a permanent open connection 

such as it is common for chat systems. Moreover, keeping the connection open, results on the one 

hand in additional costs for the user and on the other hand in higher device battery consumption.

For the posting system this would be useless, since there is no need to keep the client connected 

to the server. What the client does is just sending a request for retrieving, storing or deleting a 

certain post or group of posts to the server, which then, after processing it, responds with the 

requested resources. This matches perfectly the “request/response” paradigm of the HTTP 

protocol. In addition the decision of using HTTP keeps the whole application more flexible by 

offering more opportunities for extending it. So it wouldn’t be that hard to add a web interface for 

being able to access it also through a web browser. Beside those points, applications developed 

on top of the HTTP protocol will be easily deployable since most of the servers are connected to 

the web and will most probably have a web server installed. In this way the application can be 

integrated seamlessly without the need of running the Mobile Posting system’s server as a 

separate process on its hosting machine.

As described in the previous section, the HTTP/1.1 protocol disposes of several request methods. 

The GET and POST methods are the most commonly used ones and were also those two that 

could be possibly utilized for the posting system. However both methods differ in many points 

and it is therefore worth to analyze them more deeply.

The GET method is mainly intended for retrieval purposes such as a server’s resource. Since for 

such operations there is no need for submitting large data amounts in order to specify which 

resource is needed, requests are usually URL-encoded. This makes it inconvenient for submitting 

11

Request for Comments: HTTP/1.1 specification, June 1999. 

http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616.html

http://sampleserver.com:80/<
http://socket://sampleserver.com
http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616.html
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XML documents since at first they may become quite large and secondly they may not conform 

to the rules of URLs (i.e. contain spaces, special characters, etc.) and involve therefore an 

additional encoding step. Moreover according to the RFC 2616 it may be unsafe to use URIs 

longer than 1024 characters, since some older proxy or server implementations may not support 

this length. Below a simplified GET request is illustrated.

GET /path/to/some/page?v1=someContent&v2=otherContent HTTP/1.1

Host: www.myhost.foo

Using POST for transmitting XML documents is favorable since it has been specifically designed 

for delivering data inside the message body instead of encoding it directly in the URL. This adds 

already some kind of “security”, preventing the average user from hacking the server. At least he 

has to do a little more than just typing a URL in the address bar of his browser. Below there is an 

example of a POST request.

POST /MessageReceiver.jsp HTTP/1.0

Host: www.SomeHost.net

Content-Type: application/xml; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Length: 68

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>

<doc>hello world</doc>

As mentioned in the previous chapter the RFC 2616 specification suggests using GET for 

retrieval purposes and POST for those actions that have an impact on the server’s state. However 

in the Mobile Posting system the POST method has been used for all kind of requests. This has 

been done mainly due to the reasons pointed out above and for having a single, uniform 

implementation for connecting to the server. In the actual implementation of the client/server

communication a lot of attention has to be paid to the required header information of the POST 

request.

Table 4.2: Overview of common content-type values

Content-Type Description

text/plain Generally used for a typical mail or news message. 

text/richtext also common.

text/xml Generally used for SOAP with attachments (SwA).

application/octet-stream Used where the message is an unknown type and contains 

any kind of data as bytes.

application/xml Used for application-specific xml data.

x-type Used for non-standard content type. It must start with “x-“

image/jpeg Used for images.

multipart/related Used for multiple related parts in a message. Specifically 

used for SOAP with attachments (SwA).

multipart/signed Used for multiple related parts in a message including 

signature. Specifically used with S/MIME

multipart/mixed Used for multiple independent parts in a message.

One of those request parameters is the content-type. Its common values are shown in Table 4.2. 

Since all the transmitted data for the Mobile Posting system is encoded into XML (see the next 

sections for more details), the most interesting types are for sure text/xml and application/xml. 

Moreover the XML structure is application specific, for which reason the chosen content-type has 

http://www.myhost.foo
http://www.SomeHost.net
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to be “application/xml”. Together with the content-type also the character set has to be specified

(see sample POST request above) for guaranteeing a correct encoding, which is crucial for the 

proper functioning of the mobile application. Furthermore the encoding of the HTTP request has 

to match the one of the XML document. Finally the last crucial parameter is the content-length,

which basically represents the length of the XML string that is appended in the content-body of 

the request. Common encoding types are UTF-8, UTF-16, ISO-8859-1 and US-ASCII. An 

additional parameter that can be included is the user-agent. According to RFC 2616 this property 

contains features separated by blanks, where a feature consists of a name and a version number

(i.e. “Configuration/CLDC-1.1 Profile/MIDP-2.0”). With MIDP 2.0 the specification of this 

header information is not required any more, though, it may be used for identification purposes 

on the server side. The code below shows the core of an HTTP connection on MIDP 2.0.

private HttpConnection createConnection() throws IOException{

HttpConnection hc = null;

hc = (HttpConnection) Connector.open(url);

hc.setRequestMethod(HttpConnection.POST);

hc.setRequestProperty("Content-Length", Integer.toString(requestXML.length()));

hc.setRequestProperty("Content-Type", "application/xml; charset=ISO-8859-1");

return hc;

}

public void run() {

this.statusMessage = "";

HttpConnection hc = null;

InputStream in = null;

OutputStream out = null;

...

try{

hc = createConnection();

out = hc.openOutputStream();

out.write(requestXML.getBytes());

out.close();

out = null;

...

if(hc.getResponseCode() == HttpConnection.HTTP_OK){

in = hc.openInputStream();

byte[] data = null;

int length = (int)hc.getLength();

if (length > 0) {

int bytesread = 0;

data = new byte[length];

for (int offset = 0; offset < length; offset += bytesread) 

{

bytesread = in.read(data, offset, length-bytesread);

}

}

...

responseXML = new String(data);

}else{

responseXML = null;

...

}

}catch (SecurityException e) {

...

}catch (Exception e) {

}finally{

try{

if(in != null) in.close();

if(out != null) out.close();

if(hc != null) hc.close();

}catch(IOException ioe){}

...

notifyListeners();

}}
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4.3 Using XML for structuring the exchanged information

One important point when implementing the information exchange between the client and server 

was the structuring of the transmitted data. This is not mandatory, however. Theoretically an 

application may also just send plain text. Usually this is not suggested, since also in the simplest 

case it just complicates the processing of the transmitted data on the receivers side. The next 

simplest solution would be to structure the data by having “id:value” couples as it is done in 

property files. Although there is no direct support for property files on MIDP devices (it does not

include the java.util.Properties class), writing a simple parser for those files wouldn’t be 

too hard. Moreover, such a structure may work fine for simple applications.

In the case of the Mobile Posting system a lot of information has to be transferred between the 

client and server. A post, for instance, may have several properties such as a title, an author, 

content and a publication-date. Using the property-file approach for structuring all this data would 

quickly get quite complicated, especially when a lot of posts have to be fetched from the server.

This is where XML comes into play. It supplies a highly portable and clearly structured data 

format for exchanging information between applications and application components. Especially 

in a client/server architecture it offers the opportunity to loosely couple both sides.

4.3.1 XML – Extensible Markup Language

XML

12

 (Extensible Markup Language) is a metamarkup language for text documents which

started as a simplified subset of the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). It is a free 

open standard officially recommended by the World Wide Consortium (W3C) which specifies its

lexical grammar as well as its parsing requirements. Data is included in XML documents as text 

strings surrounded by a text markup that describes it. The basic markup is called an element.

While initially an XML document may look similar to an HTML document there are crucial 

differences. The HTML syntax is much weaker than the XML’s one. So it may still work to 

declare some tag <p> inside an HTML document without providing the proper closing tag </p>.

In contrast to this, the XML specification defines an exact syntax how elements are delimited by 

tags, what element names are acceptable, where attributes have to be placed etc. There are two 

different levels which express the correctness of an XML document:

• Well-formedness

A textual object is a well-formed XML document if

o Taken as a whole, it matches the production labeled “document”, meaning that it 

contains one or more elements and there is exactly one element called the root, or 

document element, no part of which appears in the content of any other element.

For all other elements, if the start-tag is in the content of another element, the 

end-tag is in the content of the same element. More simply stated, the elements, 

delimited by start- and end-tags, nest properly within each other.

o It meets all the well-formedness constraints given in this specification

13

o Each of the parsed entities which are referenced directly or indirectly within the 

document is well-formed.

• Validity

An XML document is valid if it has an associated document type (DTD

14

) declaration 

and if the document complies with the constraints expressed in it. The document type 

declaration must appear before the first element in the document.

Source: W3C. Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.0, 4
th

 edition, 2006

12

http://www.w3.org/xml

13

XML specification of the W3C: http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml

14

Document Type Definition: http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/#dt-doctype

http://www.w3.org/xml
http://www.w3.org/TR/REC
http://www.w3.org/TR/REC
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Due to its flexibility and customizability XML is used in a wide and diverse range of 

applications, from web pages, electronic data interchange and vector graphics to object 

serialization, remote procedure calls and voice mail systems. There exists also some application 

languages implemented in XML such as XHTML and RSS.

4.3.2 Defining the exchanged XML document

Although the XML syntax is strictly defined, it still remains flexible and customizable, since it 

doesn’t have a fixed set of elements and tags. The only thing to be done is to respect its rules of 

well-formedness and validity. These kinds of properties render XML such popular and allow

developers to perfectly adapt its structure to their application domain’s needs. This was also the 

main reason for choosing XML as the structuring language for the Mobile Posting system. As 

already mentioned previously, a lot of data has to be transferred between the client and server for 

the developed system during the internship. XML allows to clearly structure the data and 

moreover it remains still flexible enough to easily add new data elements as soon as they are 

needed.

When structuring the exchanged XML document structure for the Mobile Posting system, several 

important characteristics have been identified, such as

• to ideally have a single structure that is able to fulfill all the needed system requirements,

• to keep the document as simple as possible and

• to keep the document as small as possible.

As listed in the first point, the ideal case would be to have a single XML document structure that 

is exchanged between the application components. However, due to the different user 

requirements illustrated in Figure 3.3 this was not realizable without violating the remaining two

points mentioned above. So, for instance, the “use cases” of sending a post and of sending a 

comment, differ substantially in the properties of the submitted data. While a post has properties 

such as an id, title, content, user, expiry date etc., a comment has just properties such as an id, 

content, creation date and user. Trying to have a single unique XML structure for both types of 

requests would increase the size of the XML document since it would include useless data.

Nevertheless it has been tried to impose a general structure which differs just in some of its parts.

The next crucial point is to keep the exchanged document as simple as possible. This is important 

for maintaining issues and for not complicating the building and processing of the XML 

document. Since on MIDP devices there is no support for abstracting the construction of XML 

documents through predefined classes, it has to be created by appending XML strings on a 

StringBuffer object. Having a simple XML structure simplifies this process substantially.

Finally the last point suggests keeping the document as small as possible. This is mainly due to 

the low bandwidth connection that is available on MIDP devices. Transmitting therefore useless 

data should be avoided. Somehow this may be in contrast with the first mentioned point of having 

a unique general structure. It is theoretically possible to use one single XML structure for 

submitting both, posts and comments, although they may differ in their properties.

Figure 4.1: UML class diagram illustrating the relation between a Post and Comment
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This could be done by just mapping the relation shown in Figure 4.1 to the XML structure, 

preserving always the same one, regardless whether a new post or a comment is submitted. In 

such a case however, when a user adds a new comment to a post, the whole relation with all the 

data of the post itself and all its already existing comments, including the new one, would be 

encoded in the XML document and submitted to the server. This is not desirable since the only 

information that has to be submitted, is the data of the newly created comment and an identifier of 

the post it belongs to.

Keeping these points in mind, the final information exchange XML documents for the Mobile 

Posting system are divided in request documents (send from the client to the server) and response 

documents (returned by the server to the client). In addition, because of the above listed reasons, 

request documents have been divided into commit, retrieve and delete requests. Response

documents can be alerts send back to the client or data responses when they contain user posts.

Request documents are defined by the following DTD:

<!DOCTYPE root [

  <!ELEMENT root (type , validationData , requestBody)>

  <!ELEMENT type (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT validationData (user , password)>

  <!ELEMENT user (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT password (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT requestBody (comment | post)>

  <!ELEMENT comment (postid , content , user)>

  <!ELEMENT postid (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT content (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT post (id , title , body , isGlobal , user , location?)>

  <!ELEMENT id (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT title (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT body (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT isGlobal (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT location (cellid , lat , lon)>

<!ELEMENT cellid (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT lat (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT lon (#PCDATA)>

]>

Response documents are defined by the following DTD:

<!DOCTYPE root [

  <!ELEMENT root (type , responseBody)>

  <!ELEMENT type (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT responseBody (post+ | (level, message))>

  <!ELEMENT post (id , title , body , isGlobal , creationDate , expiryDate , user 

, comments*)>

  <!ELEMENT id (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT title (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT body (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT isGlobal (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT creationDate (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT expiryDate (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT user (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT comments (comment)*>

  <!ELEMENT comment (id , content , user)>

  <!ELEMENT content (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT level (#PCDATA)>

  <!ELEMENT message (#PCDATA)>

]>

4.3.3 Client and Server side XML processing

There exist many different XML parsers for the various programming languages. All of them 

follow certain strategies for processing the documents. In the Java world the two most commonly 
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used parser models are DOM

15

 and SAX

16

. The Document Object Model (DOM) is a language-

and platform independent framework for manipulating structured documents. DOM compliant 

parsers provide a generic library for manipulating markup-based documents by abstracting them 

in a DOM document tree. The tree is represented by a hierarchical collection of Node objects 

which is the base interface for all of its members. It provides common classes for abstracting 

XML elements with corresponding methods for inserting, querying and deleting objects from the 

document tree. Due to this characteristics DOM makes it easy to write general purpose parsers 

that are not document specific. In contrast to this, the Simple API for XML (SAX) model is an 

event-based parser for XML documents and was originally intended only for the Java 

programming language. Later on it has then been ported to other programming languages such as 

C#, C++, Pyton etc. When using SAX the document is read in serially and its contents are 

notified as callbacks to various methods of the according content handler object. This makes 

XML parsing very efficient but on the other hand also more difficult and document specific.

For the server-side parsing the JDom

17

library has been used. It is a lightweight and fast parser 

that works with both, DOM and SAX. Moreover it allows querying XML documents by using 

XPath expressions which turns out to be very efficient and simple to use.

On mobile devices parsing of XML documents needs more investigation. Since there is no direct 

support for XML on MIDP an external library has to be used. Table 4.3 shows a list of small 

parsers that can be used on mobile devices, however only some of them compile on MIDP 

without modification as the column “MIDP” illustrates. There are three different models:

“Pull” Pull parsers are based on the XmlPull

18

 API standard. Programmers have to 

invoke special methods on the parser object for “pulling” it through the 

XML document.

“Push” Push parsers run over the entire XML document by themselves invoking 

callback methods in the user’s code when important events happen. For 

instance the SAX parser implements the push paradigm.

“Model” XML parsers using a model load the entire XML document for building an 

in-memory representation. After this process is finished the data can be 

accessed by calling the corresponding methods on the build model.

Table 4.3: Small XML parsers

Name Version URL License Size MIDP Type

kXML 

(min. 

version)

2.3 http://kxml.sourceforge.net/ BSD 11 KB
ü

Pull

MinML 1.7 http://www.wilson.co.uk/xml/minml.htm BSD 14 KB
û

Push

NanoXML 2.2.3 lite http://nanoxml.cyberelf.be/ zlib/libpng 6 KB
û

Model

TAM - http://simonstl.com/projects/tam/ MPL 17 KB
ü

Push

TinyXML 2.5.3 http://www.grinninglizard.com/tinyxml/ GPL 6 KB
û

Model

XmlReader - http://kobjects.sourceforge.net/utils/ LGPL 5 KB
ü

Pull

Xparse-J 1.1 http://www.webreference.com/xml/tools/xp

arse-j.html

GNU 7 KB
ü

Model

15

Document Object Model (http://www.w3.org/DOM/)

16

Simple API for XML (http://www.megginson.com/SAX/)

17

http://www.jdom.org

18

http://www.xmlpull.org

http://kxml.sourceforge.net/
http://www.wilson.co.uk/xml/minml.htm
http://nanoxml.cyberelf.be/
http://simonstl.com/projects/tam/
http://www.grinninglizard.com/tinyxml/
http://kobjects.sourceforge.net/utils/
http://www.webreference.com/xml/tools/xp
http://www.jdom.org
http://www.xmlpull.org
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Parsers that use the model technique are usually not suitable for mobile devices since they are 

quite memory intensive. Pull and push parsers are much more convenient since they don’t need to 

load the XML file entirely before they’re able to process it. Another major point for choosing the 

appropriate parser is the size of the library that has to be included. Therefore on the client side of 

the Mobile Posting system the kXML 2.3 parser has been used. It is based on the XmlPull API 

and is quite small in the size. As mentioned above, parsing is done by continuously invoking 

methods on the parser object in order to move it along the XML document. For this purpose, the 

kXML parser provides the method nextTag(). Calling this method changes the state of the 

parser by moving it to the next readable element. Moreover there are a bunch of predefined states 

such as XmlPullParser.START_TAG and XmlPullParser.END_TAG which can be called for 

checking for the type of element at the current parser position. Text data can then be retrieved by 

a call to nextText(). The code below shows the basics of kXML parsing.

KXmlParser parser = new KXmlParser();

parser.nextTag();

parser.require(XmlPullParser.START_TAG, null, "elements");

while(parser.nextTag() == XmlPullParser.START_TAG) {

  parser.require(XmlPullParser.START_TAG, null, "text");

// handle element content

   System.out.println("text content: "+ parser.nextText());

  parser.require(XmlPullParser.END_TAG, null, "text");

}

parser.require(XmlPullParser.END_TAG, null, "elements");

Source: http://kxml.sourceforge.net/kxml2/

Figure 4.2: Information exchange process on the Mobile Posting system

http://kxml.sourceforge.net/kxml2/
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5 System Architecture

This chapter’s goal is to first explain the different available architectural choices and then to show 

these concepts on the Mobile Posting system.

5.1 Layered architectures

There are two different architectural models for implementing the Mobile Posting system as a 

client/server system:

Two-tier The two-tiered or two-level architecture closely resembles the 

traditional client/server paradigm, where there is a client application 

(first level) that interacts directly with the database (second level). This 

however has drawbacks since all of the clients have to dispose of the 

necessary business and database access logic which causes a tight 

coupling with the server side especially with the database. Therefore 

small changes in the application or the database management system 

have to be propagated to all clients, making maintenance extremely 

difficult and costly.

Three-tier In a three tiered architecture the client application doesn’t any more 

connect directly to the database, but through an application server. 

Consequently the database connection logic and business logic can be 

moved to the application server. This decouples the client and server-

side since changes in the application or database system do not affect 

the client side. The different levels of a three tiered architecture are the 

following:

• presentation logic / tier (client application)

• business logic / tier (application server)

• data logic / tier (database management system)

5.2 Logical separation – MVC

For having a further separation of responsibilities the MVC (Model View Controller) paradigm 

has been applied on the project on both, the server as well as on the mobile client side. It gives 

advantages such as reusability, maintainability, extendibility and modularity. The MVC paradigm 

spreads the responsibilities on three components: the model, view and controller.
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Figure 5.1: Common MVC implementation

Figure 5.1 shows the structure and the kind of interactions in a common MVC implementation. 

The model represents the data and defines the business rules for accessing and updating it. The 

view is responsible for rendering this data on a graphical user interface. This can be done by 

using either the push strategy, where the view registers itself as a listener on the corresponding 

model for retrieving the latest data updates, or the pull strategy, in which the view calls the model 

when it needs the most current data. The controller is responsible for translating the user actions 

on the view into changes on the model side. This MVC pattern however has the drawback of the 

coupling between the view and the model. To avoid that and to gain a situation where the view 

and the model are able to operate independently, a slightly different MVC paradigm (see Figure 

5.2) has been used for the Mobile Posting system.

Figure 5.2: Used MVC implementation

In this MVC implementation, the controller is placed as mediator between the view and the 

model. View objects recognize user actions and call the appropriate methods on the controller. 

Hence, it is used as usual for translating user actions to property changes on the model. However 

the difference here is that property changes on the model side are communicated to the view 

objects through controller objects, thus decoupling both of them. This increases modularity and 

reusability.

5.3 Mobile Posting System – Architecture

As mentioned several times in previous chapters, the Mobile Posting system is structured as three 

tiered client/server architecture. 

Presentation tier The presentation logic resides on the mobile client. As already described 

in detail in chapter 4, the communication is done over the Internet by 
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using the HTTP protocol. Moreover XML is used for structuring the 

exchanged information which further decouples the client from the 

server. The main responsibility of the client application is to render the 

results returned from the server. It contains however also some business 

logic for retrieving the location information etc. This decision of 

implementing the client side by using J2ME gives the advantage of a 

better user experience due to an improved interface and easier application 

control. However on the other side everything is more dependent on the 

server’s business logic in contrast to the situation where the mobile WAP 

browser would have been used as the UI.

Business tier The business tier resides on the server side. Incoming requests are taken 

by the Spring Dispatcher Servlet and forwarded automatically to the 

application controller. This is where the main business actions of the 

Mobile posting such as the XML handling, the location-data processing 

and generic data manipulation actions take place. Hibernate has been 

used for the interaction with the DB such as for deleting, modifying or 

retrieving the data.

Data tier The data tier is where the relational database management system resides. 

For the project the MySQL database server has been used (for more 

details about this refer to chapter 3.4). 

Figure 5.3 gives an overview of the final architecture of the Mobile Posting system.

Figure 5.3: Architecture of the Mobile Posting system
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6 Application Development

For the development of the application explicitly open source and freely available tools have been 

used. Table 6.1 gives an overview of the development environment.

Table 6.1: Development environment

Operating System Microsoft Windows XP

Programming Language Java, J2ME

Programming Environment Eclipse 3.2

Eclipse Plugins Hibernate

19

, Spring IDE

20

, Subeclipse

21

Version control system SVN

Testing environment JUnit, J2MEUnit

Web Server Apache Tomcat 5.5.23

6.1 Integrating the Spring Web MVC Framework

Since the Mobile Posting system is structured as a client/server system, on the server side there 

has to be some infrastructure that handles incoming requests from the client and returns the 

expected results. Java Servlets are for sure the simplest solution for realizing this kind of 

communication, done over HTTP (see previous chapter). They provide the appropriate methods 

such as doGet() or doPost() for handling the different kind of HTTP requests. On the other 

hand, if someone wants to use a more sophisticated solution, he may consider using an 

application framework for having a nicely structured and well managed system. For the Mobile 

Posting system the Spring application framework, in particular the Spring Web MVC framework,

has been used. It is a light-weight solution for building enterprise-ready applications. A major 

interesting aspect is its modularity shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Overview of Spring

The modularity of the framework allows bringing in just the needed components. The core of the 

Spring framework is the IoC container, which uses the dependency injection

22

 pattern for

managing all the application objects in a bean-like fashion.

19

http://download.jboss.org/jbosside/updates/development/

20

http://springide.org/updatesite/

21

http://subclipse.tigris.org/

http://download.jboss.org/jbosside/updates/development/
http://springide.org/updatesite/
http://subclipse.tigris.org/
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The Spring Web MVC framework provides a lot of advantages. The most important ones, which,

at the same time, have been intensively used for the Mobile Posting server, are

• Easier testing – This is mainly achieved due to the JavaBean design of all objects. This 

allows injecting test data through the appropriate getters and setters. Moreover Spring 

provides Mock objects such as the MockHttpServletRequest and 

MockHttpServletResponse which allow developers to directly test their web applications 

without having to deploy it every time.

• Large set of controllers – The Spring Web framework has a clear separation of roles by 

applying the MVC on the whole framework. It disposes of a variety of reusable 

controllers for all types of functionality.

• Handler mappings – There is a set of handlers available which are able to map incoming 

HTTP requests to partial or complete URLs and their corresponding controller classes. 

These handlers can also contain interceptors which can be invoked before and after a 

handler. This is a very powerful concept and has been used for authentication purposes on 

the Mobile Posting server.

• Scheduling – This is another powerful aspect which was useful in the development of the 

Mobile Posting system. Scheduling is done through configuration files and is completely 

managed by Spring.

• Leighter-weight environment – Spring enables developers to build enterprise-ready 

applications, however its setup is much simpler and less expensive because it can be 

deployed on a lighter-weight servlet container.

• XML configuration – All the setup and configuration, from URL mapping to defining 

object relations is done through XML configuration files. Configuration and actual source 

code are therefore nicely separated.

Beside these concepts, another important class is the DispatcherServlet which defines the 

application’s main entry point. It essentially dispatches all incoming requests to the appropriate 

application controllers. All in all Spring facilitates the development of a loosely coupled, easy 

testable and clearly structured system.

6.2 Using Hibernate for the ORM

Hibernate has been used for performing the object relational mapping (ORM). It is probably the 

most popular ORM framework for Java and .NET. Writing SQL statements directly in the code 

for all kind of object operations not only becomes quite cumbersome, but most often also couples 

the application and database more tightly due to database specific syntax. ORM tools overcome 

these problems since it is not necessary to write explicit SQL code. This provides the advantage

of being independent of the specific database implementation and moreover it shortens and 

simplifies the source code. Further benefits of using Hibernate are the support for transaction 

management and connection pooling. Additionally, it provides a lot of functions that allow 

performing useful operations on the retrieved results. This was especially useful in the project for 

implementing filtering and searching.

The object-relational mapping for Hibernate can be done through annotations which are added 

directly to the source code of the persistent objects or via externally defined XML files. For the 

22

For more details about „dependency injection“ refer to the article “Inversion of Control Containers and 

the Dependency Injection pattern” written by Martin Fowler: 

http://martinfowler.com/articles/injection.html

http://martinfowler.com/articles/injection.html
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Mobile Posting system, however, the second approach has been chosen, because this separates 

configuration and code more clearly.

6.3 Developing with J2ME

Despite the enormous technology improvements for mobile devices in recent years, most of them 

are still limited in terms of memory and CPU capacity. These issues have to be considered during 

the development and tested intensively. Therefore mobile application development differs a lot 

from developing standard desktop or web applications. Many of these problems have been 

encountered while programming with J2ME, for which reason the following advices should be 

followed when developing software for mobile information devices:

• Reusing objects – Due to the limited memory available on CLDC devices, objects should 

be created in a sparingly manner. A lot of runtime objects slow down the application by 

filling up the already limited memory. Therefore it is advisable to reuse objects instead of 

instantiating new ones. This can be done by resetting the object’s variables to their initial 

values. Moreover, once objects are no more required, their corresponding instance 

variables should be set to “null” in order to help the garbage collector.

• Arrays vs. collections – Another issue related to the limited memory is the usage of 

collections. If possible, arrays should be favored, since they require less memory.

• String concatenations – String concatenations by using the “ + “ operator should be 

avoided since internally a lot of objects are created for performing the operation. Instead 

StringBuffer objects should be used.

• Networking – If not necessary, network connections should be closed as soon as they are 

no more needed. Keeping the connection open results in costs and consumes the device’s 

battery. Moreover due to the limited network bandwidth only small pieces of data should 

be transmitted.

• Threads – Longer operations should be placed in a separate thread since they may block 

the application’s UI giving the user the feeling of an application crash. Furthermore, for 

improving the user experience it is important to give continuous notifications about 

ongoing operations. This can be done through progress bars or notification messages.

Thread synchronization should, however, be avoided since it slows the applications 

down.

• Server-side resources – It is important to make heavy usage of server-side resources for 

performing big computations such that only the final results are send back to the client 

for displaying them to the user.

• Only necessary features – Finally, only the really necessary features should be included 

in the application. Additional functionalities should possibly be placed in a different one.

Another aspect that should be considered is the usage of the MVC pattern. Many articles on the 

internet discourage its use, claiming that it just needs a lot of objects because of the separation of 

model, view and control. Nevertheless it has been adapted to the mobile client for the Mobile 

Posting system. In order to keep the number of involved objects as low as possible, only one 

central controller has been used instead of separating different responsibilities on more 

controllers. Moreover, a slightly different MVC has been adapted for better decoupling of the 

involved components (see section 5.2 for more details on the implemented MVC). It is highly 

advisable to implement MVC also on mobile devices, since it gives advantages such as easier 

maintenance and testability of the code and performance issues can be identified and addressed 

more accurately by explicitly focusing on the model part.
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During the development of the Mobile Posting system another problem related to the network 

bandwidth and the limited available memory appeared. When a user requests a retrieval of posts 

from the server, it may be the case that in a certain location there are about one hundred posts 

available. In such a situation, all of the one hundred posts may be downloaded to the client, each 

of them having also a couple of comments. This poses a serious problem, since on the one hand 

the download would take extremely long due to the low bandwidth connection and on the other 

hand it would also fill up the device’s memory, in the worst case even causing an application 

crash. Therefore this process has been optimized by implementing a chunked retrieval strategy.

This is done by retrieving only a certain number of posts at a time. Users have then the possibility 

to fetch the next bunch of posts, in the case where there are more posts available than the already 

retrieved amount.

6.4 Integrating location-based features

Being able to let the device automatically determine its current location, offers great new 

opportunities for creating interesting mobile applications such as for finding the nearest business 

or service (i.e. ATM, restaurant) or for receiving alerts regarding traffic jams. The interesting 

aspects are first that the user does not have to manually specify ZIP codes or other location 

identifiers and second that results are tailored to a specific location, preventing the user from 

being overwhelmed with useless information. Generally there may be two different strategies for 

implementing location-based services:

• Processing the location data on the server and delivering the results to the mobile device.

• Obtaining the location data for a device-based application and use it directly on the 

mobile device

The first strategy has been chosen for the Mobile Posting system. Before a new post is submitted, 

the device automatically detects its current location and sends it together with the post data to the 

server. There, the data is processed and stored in the relational database. When other users then 

query the application for posts, again the current location of the device is determined and send to 

the server which uses the information for returning the correct posts.

The project’s idea is to use the device’s “cell id”

23

 as location identifier which is retrieved by 

using the Location API for J2ME (JSR-179). In this way there is no need for having a GPS

compatible device, since GPS connections also result in costs for the user. However during the 

development of the project, two major problems related to the JSR-179 API appeared:

• It is not possible to retrieve the cell identifier with the JSR-179 API, but instead it 

provides data about the landmark, general address information and the lat/long 

coordinates.

• JSR-179 doesn’t retrieve the location data directly from the device itself, but makes calls 

to a location-provider which is not supported in our region. Therefore the API didn’t 

return any results with the consequence of being unable to test the application on a real 

device.

For this reason it has been decided to implement a simple location simulator that later on could be 

replaced by the correct location-retrieving code. In this way it was possible to continue with the 

development and to test the application intensively. For retrieving the right cell identifier on the 

real device, a separate Symbian component has been used. Since J2ME applications, as all other 

Java applications, are not executed by the operating system itself but by the according Java virtual 

machine, it is not possible to access native device operations directly. With the separate Symbian 

23

 The cell identifier of the cellular network to which the device is currently connected.
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component, written in C++, this was possible. The component has been taken from Place Lab

24

, 

an easy to use device positioning software for location-enhanced computing applications. In 

addition to several other components, Place Lab provides also one for the Symbian operating 

system that has been used for the First Life application and the Mobile Posting system. The 

component runs in the background, reading continuously the cell id by accessing directly the 

device’s GSM information. This prevents a charge of costs to the mobile phone user, since no

external calls have to be done. Furthermore the component acts as a Symbian server and is 

therefore comfortably accessible through a socket connection from any J2ME application.

The drawback however is that the Symbian component has to run continuously in order to serve 

the J2ME application with the needed GSM information. In addition, the number of mobile 

devices on which the Posting system and First Life itself are able to run, is limited to those that 

are based on the Symbian operating system, losing in this way the systems portability that has 

been gained by using J2ME.

6.5 Testing the application

For guaranteeing a proper functioning of the application unit tests have been written. On the 

server side this has been done by writing JUnit

25

 tests in a test-driven development style.

Proceeding with TDD gives a lot of benefits. It first avoids that “just-in-case” features are 

implemented which most probably at the end are never needed. Moreover it helps creating 

loosely coupled and highly cohesive code as long as writing tests is easy. Difficult tests are

usually an indication for code problems. Furthermore automated tests give the necessary freedom 

for doing big changes to the source code since by showing the green bar they guarantee that each

implemented and tested feature still works.

On the mobile device it is not possible to execute JUnit tests since they need the Java reflection 

mechanism which is not available on CLDC/MIDP. Therefore the open source library 

J2MEUnit

26

 has been used, which is a library based on the original JUnit but optimized for testing 

on J2ME. The main advantage is that it is able to run the unit test inside a test-MIDlet wherefore 

it would be possible to execute the tests also on the real mobile device.

24

http://www.placelab.org/

25

http://www.junit.org/

26

http://j2meunit.sourceforge.net/

http://www.placelab.org/
http://www.junit.org/
http://j2meunit.sourceforge.net/
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7 Conclusion

7.1 Obtained results

The developed Mobile Posting system has been successfully integrated into “First Life” together 

with the applications developed by the other students. Mobile Posting users have the opportunity

• to login to an existing or to register for a new account directly over the main First Life 

user interface on the mobile phone

• to write new posts and to submit them to the server

• to manage their personally written posts by deleting or editing them

• to retrieve and read posts

o by location 

o by specifying a search query

• to retrieve posts that have been set to be “globally” visible

• to add comments to posts they read

7.2 Encountered problems

Although J2ME seeks to be cross-platform compatible, a lot of abnormalities in the application 

behavior have been discovered when deploying it on different mobile devices. While on a 

Siemens phone the application icons have not been displayed correctly, it happened that on the 

newest Motorola RAZR some field-property listeners caused an application crash, while they

worked on an older Motorola RAZR phone. Therefore it is indispensable to deploy and test the 

application on the real device. This, however, is quite difficult since there is neither the possibility 

to debug nor to do printout statements.

7.3 Future development and improvements

A major future development will be to find a more optimal solution for implementing location-

based features. In chapter 6.4 the main solution alternatives have been already described by

emphasizing also their possible disadvantages.

Regarding the Mobile Posting system a lot of optional features could be added, such as

• post ratings – This could be a nice feature for giving rates to posts such that users have 

the possibility to get just those with the highest rating and therefore most possible also 

the most interesting ones.

• Web interface – The whole Mobile Posting system could be enriched with a web interface 

which could be easily added, since the Mobile Posting server is based on the Spring Web 

MVC and is hosted by an Apache Tomcat webserver. Posts could in this way also be read 

online by using a web browser.

• GMap integration – In addition to the web interface, a Google Map could be created, 

where all the posts could be placed according to their location.
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9 Appendix

Figure 9.1: UML class diagram of the Mobile Posting (mobile) client



Figure 9.2: UML class diagram of the Mobile Posting Server
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Figure 9.3: UML Sequence diagram showing the post retrieval process
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Figure 9.4: UML Sequence diagram showing the post creation process
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Figure 9.5: Entity Relationship Diagram of the First Life database
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Figure 9.6: Graphical representation of the Spring configuration of the Mobile Posting Server

Figure 9.7: Hibernate Entity Model diagram


